Practice and order effect of 5 alternate forms of Colour Word Stroop Test: A Pilot Study
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: The aim of this study was to evaluate the practice effect of 5 repetitions of alternate forms of Colour Word Stroop test (CWST) and effect of order. This was aimed at determining the number of efforts required to attenuate the practice effect. Material and methods: 5 alternate versions of the CWST were administered to 43 young healthy adult males and female who were divided into 5 different groups randomly on the basis of the sequence of administration of 5 different versions of CWST. Results: Repeated measure ANOVA revealed that practice effect occurred on consecutive administration of the test, but its effect diminished after 4
repetitions. No significant difference between orders of administration of 5 versions was found. Conclusion: Minimum 4 sessions of practice should be given with the alternate forms of CWST to diminish the effect of learning.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Brain is a dynamic organ and it responds to each stimulus uniquely. The Color Word Stroop Test (CWST) is a neuropsychological test widely used to assess the ability of brain to attend selectively and hinder cognitive interference that occurs when dealing with a specific element of the stimulus, obstructing the simultaneous processing of a second element of the stimulus, known as the Stroop Effect (Scarpina and Tagini, 2017). The test is named after John Ridley Stroop, who designed it (Stroop, 1935) and since then it is being extensively used in variety of fields ranging from psychological assessment to brain research. Several ongoing researches (Laguë-Beauvais et al., 2013; Huang et al., 2019; Harrison et al., 2005) have used CWST along with newer technologies like functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and positron emission tomography (PET) scan to understand neuro-physiological response of the brain but the studies are lacking to explain that how the practice effect changes the individual’s response if the alternate versions of paper and pencil version of CWST is used repeatedly in short succession of time.

When the psychological tests are performed repeatedly in short period of intervals the sequence, pattern and performance is learned by the participants and the performance of the test is improved on subsequent administration (McCaffrey et al., 1992) which is known as practice effect. CWST is also subjected to practice effect when it is administered repeatedly (Ellis et al., 1989; MacLeod, 1998). To reduce the practice effect the authors (Lemay et al., 2004) suggested that paper pencil version of psychological tests must incorporate alternate forms to decrease the effect of learning. Authors have postulated that during repeated psychological testing practice effect persist for 3 sessions of repeated exposure (Claus et al., 1991), 4-5 sessions (Watson et al., 1994) and 4 sessions (Benedict and Zgaljardic, 1998). No clear information was found to explain the number of sessions for which the practice effect persisted, specifically for CWST and its alternate versions. Thus there was a scope to further explore this field and to address this lacuna.

This study would help to bridge the gap that how an individual alters his response to the altered colour and sequence of CWST administered on consecutive days. We hypothesised that practice effect would occur with the alternate versions of CWST and practice effect would be attenuated after 3 to 4 sessions but there would be no difference between the effects of alternate versions of CWST. Thus we conducted a study to determine: (1) practice effect of repeated testing of alternate forms of CWST; (2) effect of order of repeated testing of alternate forms of CWST and (3) number of consecutive sessions after which the practice effect diminishes.

2. MATERIALS AND METHOD

Participants

This study was a 5 days repeated measure observational study. 43 healthy young adult participants (mean age 23.93±2.07, mean BMI 22.86±4.07, 28 females and 15 males) were included in the study. The sample size was calculated for effect size of 0.562, level of significance was kept at 5% and power of test was 80%. The participants were university post graduate students and reported normal or corrected normal vision and no colour blindness. They were all matched on the basis of their IQ (using Multi-Dimensional Aptitude Battery II) and sleep quality (using Pittsburgh sleep quality index). Kenemans et al., 1999 stated that caffeine intake can affect the scores of Stroop testing. Thus participants were asked to abstain from tea/ coffee/ soft drinks. The subjects were randomized into five different group using lottery method. The duration of the study was from October 2019 to January 2020.

Standardization of alternate forms of colour and word Stroop test

4 alternate versions (1 original version; total 5 versions) of the test forms were prepared. All the alternate versions of paper-pencil version of CWST had either different sequence or different colour. Form 2 had three colours (red, green and blue) as that of original form but the sequence of colours and words differed from the original version form. Both form 3 and 4 had three colours (purple, brown and yellow) but the sequence of colour and word was different in form 3 and 4. Form 5 had three colours (pink, green and yellow).

The font style was chosen as Calibri (Body) with font size as 12 and in upper case word format. The distance between the rows and columns were kept similar to the original test form. Every alternate form of CWST had 4 test pages with 100 items: Word page, colour page, colour-word page and inhibition/switching page (Parsons et al., 2013).
Procedure
After a brief practice of one row, the participants were instructed to read the words down the column, starting with the first word. They were instructed to completely read the pages as fast as possible without any error. For the first page they were asked to read the words in black ink, for the second page they read the name of the colour by which 'XXXX' were printed, for the third page the colour of the ink was read instead of the word and for the fourth page they were instructed to read in the similar manner as that of third page but the box highlighted word was to be read, ignoring its ink colour. Each participant completed all five forms of the test on 5 successive days between 9-11 am. The 5 groups which were created randomly followed different sequence of test administration on 5 different days (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day 1</th>
<th>Day 2</th>
<th>Day 3</th>
<th>Day 4</th>
<th>Day 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group 1</td>
<td>Form 1</td>
<td>Form 2</td>
<td>Form 3</td>
<td>Form 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 2</td>
<td>Form 2</td>
<td>Form 4</td>
<td>Form 3</td>
<td>Form 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 3</td>
<td>Form 3</td>
<td>Form 1</td>
<td>Form 5</td>
<td>Form 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 4</td>
<td>Form 4</td>
<td>Form 5</td>
<td>Form 1</td>
<td>Form 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 5</td>
<td>Form 5</td>
<td>Form 4</td>
<td>Form 3</td>
<td>Form 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above table 1 shows the sequence of administration of 5 different forms of CWST in 5 different groups. Raw data was recorded as the time taken(seconds) to complete the task and errors during each task, later which were converted into the outcome measures of average reaction time (seconds), time interference scores (seconds) and error interference scores which were calculated as follows:

Average reaction time = Total time / 400.
Total time is the summation of time taken to read 100 items on 4 sheets.
Time interference score was calculated by the formula:
Time interference score = CWS- [(CS+WS)/2]
Where, CWS- Colour word score, CS- Colour score and WS- Word Score
Error interference was calculated as:
Error interference score = CWE-[(WE+CE)/2]
Where, CWE- number of Colour word error, CE- number of Colour error and WE- number of Word error

Statistical analysis
The data was analysed using IBM SPSS statistics version 23 (IL, USA). Repeated measure Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) test was used to determine the practice effect of 5 consecutive days and between the 5 groups. Statistical level of significance was set at the level 0.05. Pair-wise comparison within group was done using Bonferroni’s multiple comparison procedure.

3. RESULTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>23.93</td>
<td>2.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (m)</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (Kg)</td>
<td>60.20</td>
<td>9.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m²)</td>
<td>22.54</td>
<td>3.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep Quality (Pittsburgh Sleep Quality index score)</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQ (Multi- Dimensional Aptitude Battery- II Score)</td>
<td>93.18</td>
<td>11.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above table 2 shows mean and standard deviation values of demographic data of the participants. The results of this study showed that the interference score was decreased 20.45% from day 1 to day 2, decreased 0.19% from day 2 to day 3, decreased 17.3% from day 3 to day 4 but it was increased 3.89% from day 4 to day 5. Average reaction time decrease was large 8.31% between day 1 and day 2. But subsequent decreases were 0.8% and 8.3% between day 2 and day 3 and between day 3 and day 4. Total time and average reaction time were increased by 1.32% from day 4 to day 5.
**Figure 1** Variation of time interference scores across the 5 days administration of alternate versions of CWST.

The above figure 1 shows mean values of time interference scores (sec.) of 5 different versions of CWST administered on 5 consecutive days. Error bars show standard deviation values. It was found that there was a significant difference between following pairs of administration: day 1- day 2, day 1- day 4, day 1- day 5 and day 3- day 4.

**Figure 2** Variation of average reaction time across the 5 days administration of alternate versions of CWST.

The above figure 2 shows mean values of average reaction time (sec.) of 5 different versions of CWST administered on 5 consecutive days. Error bars show standard deviation values. It was found that there was a significant difference between following pairs of administration: day 1- day 2, day 1- day 3, day 1- day 4, day 1- day 5, day 2- day 4, day 2- day 5 and day 3- day 4.
Figure 3 Variation of error interference score across the 5 days administration of alternate versions of CWST.

The above figure 3 shows mean values of error interference scores of 5 different versions of CWST administered on 5 consecutive days. Error bars show standard deviation values. It was found that there was no significant difference between error interference scores of 5 days of administration.

Practice effect
Repeated measure ANOVA across 5 sessions revealed that there was no significant difference between error interference score, and significant difference in at least one session of time interference score, total time and average reaction time of 5 sessions on 5 consecutive days. Plots of mean scores are shown in fig. 1, fig. 2 and fig.3. On multiple comparisons it was shown that day 1 time interference score, total time and average reaction time scores differed significantly (p< 0.05) from the scores of day 2, day 3, day 4 and day 5. Whereas the scores of day 2 and day 3 were not significantly different (p> 0.05) from each other and scores of day 4 and day 5 were not significantly different (p> 0.05) from each other. The scores of day 2 and day 3 were significantly different from the scores of day 4 and day 5.

Order effect
There was no significant difference (p> 0.05) between the time interference score, total time and average reaction time of the 5 groups which were given random different order of 5 alternate forms of CWST.

Minimum number of practice sessions before testing
Our results indicated that minimum 4 practice sessions must be given in order to reduce the practice effect of paper and pencil version of CWST.

4. DISCUSSION
The current study aimed to see the practice effect and order effect of administration of 5 alternate forms of colour and word Stroop test over a five days period. Our results showed that the use of alternate forms of CWST was not sufficient to reduce practice effect. Our results are consistent with the results of Beglinger et al., 2005, who showed that practice effects cannot be minimised with the use of alternate forms., consistently our results also suggested that practice effect are evident even after administration of alternate forms of CWST on different trails days. Our results showed that time interference scores decreased across the consecutive administration but the decrease was not significantly different between day 2 - day 3 and day 4- day 5. This suggests that administration of alternate forms produce equivalent interference effect after the first administration. After 4th administration the interference and time scores slightly increase. This may be due to over-practice and lack of interest to carry out similar task.

The result of the current study suggests that learning occur largely between first and second administration day and subsequently it decreases afterwards but it requires at least 3- 4 successive administrations with alternate versions of CWST. Our results were consistent with the results of Bell et al., 2018 who showed that strongest practice effect appeared between trail 1 and 2 even when computerized version of Stroop test was used. The reduction in the total time and reaction time might have occurred due to automatic response produced due to similar patterns of the colour -words and task patterns. Through these results we
suggest that maximum familiarization occur after one trial but minimum four pre trials must be given in order to have stable scores. In our study we had given a randomized sequence of testing to every group, after comparison it was seen that there is no significant difference between orders of testing suggesting that all the five forms were equivalent.

This study was conducted as a part of major study where the authors intend to see the effect of exercise intervention on CWST scores on successive days in a week. In order to see the effect of exercise exclusively it is essential to identify the number of familiarization sessions required before the actual session is begun for minimizing the practice effect. Successive CWST testing has been done in the field of exercise and cognition but researchers have used computerised version of Stroop task (Byun et al., 2014; Hyodo et al., 2012; Kujach et al., 2018). They have typically conducted the test to see the effect only in two sessions. The computerized version is also said to have lesser practice effect than paper and pencil version (Parsons et al., 2013). There were some limitations of the study. Dulaney and Rogers 1994 suggested that young and older adults have difference in development of practice effect during CWST. The subjects chosen for our study were healthy young adults so the results cannot be generalized for other populations such as middle aged and older adults and population having psychological disorders. However, our study can provide the baseline to see the changes in other populations.

5. CONCLUSION
We concluded that the performance of CWST improves due to practice effect. To eliminate this practice effect and have a plateau score; minimum four familiarization sessions of alternate test sheets must be given before the actual testing. The test version forms can be given in any order. Although practice effect is difficult to eliminate even after administration of alternate form, our study can be useful to guide future researchers to make strategies for reducing the practice effect of CWST. These results will be helpful to implement CWST in exercise and cognition studies.
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